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Christopher Negus
building a custom live cd with fedora’s livecd ... - live-cd-creator lets you assemble a live cd using a few
simple commands, and you can even use a kickstart .ks configu-ration file to specifies the contents of the
finished cd. fedora 7 also comes with a gui-based tool, revisor (figure 1), for creating custom os and live cds,
and other similar utilities – such as open- test driving linux using a live cd - idc-online - to sacrifice a little
connection time and a few blank cds. other uses of live cds a live cd isn't just a great way to test out linux and
determine if a particular distribution works with your hardware. there are a number of live cds that have
special purposes like scientific applications, boot diskettes, bootable usb keys and live cds - boot disks
and cds page 3 many new pcs can boot from a disk on the usb port. this gives you the ability to carry a mostlycomplete linux distro on a keychain drive. since the /var and /home directories are on the usb disk you can
actually save documents and settings between sessions. damn small linux and feather linux are two examples.
(dslwill secure boot cds for vpn howto - tldp - secure boot cds for vpn howto jeffery douglas waddell
jefferydouglaswaddell (at) gmail (dot) com v1.0 2007−05−15 initial release this document describes the
creation of live boot cds used to make secure vpn connections from anywhere (over the internet) to internal
networks that have firewall exposure to the internet. 1. introduction • 1.1 ... sans institute information
security reading room - pros and cons of using linux and windows gcih gold live cds in incident handling and
forensic ricky d. smith 3 1. abstract this paper describes the examination of the use of five different live cds in
the six - step incident handling process and the subsequent fo rensic examination of the machines. a brief live
cd cluster performance - columbia university - live cd cluster performance ... the point of comparison
between the two live cds was the total time the batch job required for completion. 2 background 2.1 knoppix
knoppix is a debian linux based live cd created by klaus knopper. it is a bootable cd with a collection of
gnu/linux software, automatic hardware detection, and support for many ... 013 negus 09 - pearson
education - 254 live linux cds note backtrack, like other slax-based live cds, includes many of the boot files
provided from the linux live cd/usb scripts site (linux-live). refer to that site to learn more about how the
scripts, kernels, and other components from linux-live can be used to produce live cds from an installed linux
system. mount internal hard drive ubuntu live cd - boot linux live cds or even install linux on another hard
drive partition without we performed this process on ubuntu 14.04 — ubuntu and ubuntu-based linux installing
them to your hard drive, be sure to download the “live cd” versions of it will require firadisk to mount the iso
as a virtual hard drive and boot from it. can i run a live ...
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